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I Loves Samsara 

In an extended meditation retreat a close friend had the insight that “I love Samsara”. 

I loves Samsara. 

In Samsara I exists. 

In Samsara I is necessary. 

 
In Samsara I sorts through the relative reference points 

and judges whether they are 
useful, dangerous or irrelevant  
to the organism. 

 

When it comes to protecting the organism 
in the world of phenomena, 
I is a big deal, a central player. 

 

In Samsara I has meaningful purpose. 

No wonder that 
I loves Samsara. 
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Gap 

 

1. 

Winter night 

in the countryside. 

Cold. 

No wind. 

Thick layer of snow. 

Star filled black sky. 

Silence. 

Mind at rest. 

2. 

 

Stormy winter night. 

Tank treads 

churn up mud 

and dirty snow. 

Deep rumble of engines. 

Distant explosions. 

Anxious mind. 

 

3. 

Moment by moment 

the scenes change, 

arising as perception, 

emotion and thought, 

dwelling ever so briefly 

and dissolving 

to be replaced by the next. 

 

The practitioner 

feels, watches and hears 

the constructed experiences 

come and go, 

caught up again and again 

in the drama, 

waiting for the infinitesimal timeless gap 

in which 

the world of phenomena 

is seen 

without filters. 
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Safe Corridor 

1. 
The old man 
keeps searching 
for a safe corridor 
by which 
he can escape 
this combat zone. 
 
But the war 
he is waging 
with the phenomenal world 
shows no sign 
of ending 
and each corridor 
he explores 
turns out to be 
a dead end. 
 
2. 
The old man 
keeps searching 
for a safe corridor 
by which 
he can escape 
this failing body. 
 
But his attachment 
to this physical form 
shows no sign of ending 
and he can only wait 
until 
a genuine opportunity arises 
to make 
a dignified 
exit. 
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Watching the end on TV 

 

As the nations 
of the world 
bumble 
toward 
mutual annihilation, 
the Virus 
smiles 
at our complacency 
and settles in 
to chew on 
the remains 
of civilization. 
 
Even the trees 
are worried 
about the radiation. 
 
Although we try 
To avoid the truth 
By watching re-runs 
of Friends 
and staying away 
from 
the News, 
at some point 
we will have to face 
the precarious nature 
of our existence. 
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Disturbance in the Force 

Within our primitive beliefs 
About reality 
We experience ourselves 
As separate, independent entities. 
 
But the truth is 
That we are highly interconnected 
With one another 
And with the entire 
Ecosystem of the planet. 
 
In times of relative peace and comfort 
It is easy to deny that inconvenient truth 
And to buy into our primitive belief. 
But when illness and death 
Comes to ourselves or our loved ones, 
When natural disaster or civil unrest 
Tears open our social fabric, 
When war destroys our illusion 
Of safety, 
We feel our connection 
With others. 
 
We feel 
The disturbance in the Force. 
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Don’t 

Don’t mistake the clouds for the sky. 

Don’t pretend you don’t know when it’s raining. 

Don’t believe people who are confused. 

Don’t celebrate on someone else’s birthday. 

Don’t watch murder mysteries on Sundays. 

Don’t confuse knowledge and wisdom. 

Don’t pretend you know what you’re doing. 

Don’t expect to live forever. 

Don’t write poems that have no purpose. 
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